
CLUC Minutes 02/19/2014 
 
Attendees: Andrew Beattie, Mark Kormondy, Rich Davis, Karl Anderson, Anthony Tindill, Jeanne 
Rynne, Robyn Herring, David McAvity 
 
Guests: Tina Kuckkhan-Miller, Olga Inglebritson, Azeem Hoosein, Sean Allen, Noah Gokul  
 
Recorder: Bianca Janssen-Timmen 
 
Meeting started at 3:00pm 
 
Minutes from 01/13/2014 were approved as presented. 
 
Introduction 
 
1.) Free Wall Graffiti – Noah Gokul and Sean Allen,  

The Hip Hop Congress, a Student Group on Campus would like to bring back a Graffiti Free Wall, 
similar to the one that used to be close to the CRC between 2007 and 2008. The group advocates for 
this wall as an outlet for artists that would be legal and to maybe reduce the illegal graffiti/tagging on 
campus. 
 
The wall, which would consist of three separate panels, will be constructed of donated pallets, 
plywood, 2’x8’ planks for structure (see attachment for structure design). Constructed on wheels, the 
wall would be movable for the purpose of having the walls available only during certain creation 
times (workshops) and display times. The creation and display times would be supervised by the Hip 
Hop Congress Group; in fact, the wall would never be available without supervision. When not 
worked on or displayed, the wall would be in storage. The storage, Noah and Sean had in mind, is 
the garage at Housing. They would need a final permission though from RAD.  
 
The wall, which would be primed with latex based, white enamel paint with UV inhibiters and over-
painted once a month, in order to give several artists a chance to express themselves.  
When the wall is being worked on, it would be placed on a large enough tarp to protect the ground. 
The artists would wear goggles and face masks (which the group would provide) to protect 
themselves from harmful chemicals that the spray paints contains. The Hip Hop Congress group 
would provide low VOCs spray paints to reduce the impact on the environment and negative aspects 
on health. 
 
As for the content on the free wall, the Hip Hop Congress, will apply the same offensive policy rules 
as the HCC on their free wall. They will refer to the Student Code of Conduct and over paint any 
inappropriate paintings. 
 
The CLUC suggested a trial period of one year for this project and would like to see some faculty 
interest. The CLUC is interested in this project but in order to approve and recommend it to John 
Hurley, the group would have to come back with 
  
a) A detailed rule description, especially in terms of contents and offensive tagging/paintings 



AND 
b) A storage plan with written permission 

 
 
2.) Alternative Parking - Vehicle Access Group, 

The Vehicle Access Group is proposing new reserved parking spots in order to help reduce vehicle 
traffic on Red Square and the Admissions courtyard.  
The new proposed parking spots (see attachment) would be  
 

1. Lib back side first floor - Add 2-3 temporary reserved disabled parking spots, plus 
installation of a bollard in order to protect the light pole. 
The group proposes this measure because the foot traffic in the front of the admissions area is 
much greater compared to the back of the library. In other words it is a safety measure. 

2. CAB back side first floor – Add 1 temporary reserved disabled spot between Greenery and 
bike shop doors 

3. CAB loading dock – create up to six stalls.  Five will be 30 min load/unload spots and one 
stall will be reserved for Aramark van.  Stalls were there prior to CAB renovation.   

4. Sem II near café – add up to two temporary reserved parking spot for events at Sem II. 
 
Facilities Services will pay for this proposal. 
The CLUC approves this proposal and recommends it to John Hurley. 
 

3.) Permanent Ballot Drop Box – Thurston County Auditor,  
The Vehicle Access Group also proposes relocating the mailbox in front of the library to the bus 
loop near the bus shelter next to the recycling station (see attachment). The purpose for this proposal 
will again be the reduction of vehicle traffic on red square. Concurrently, Thurston County wishes to 
install a permanent ballot box.  The spot next to the new mailbox fits their needs. 
Facilities Services will be paying for the mailbox move and Thurston County will install and pay for 
installment of the permanent ballot box. 

 
4.) Master Plan Update – ZGF Architects 

Tim Williams from ZGF gave a presentation of the current Master Plan, how it came into existence. 
ZGF pointed out the past focus areas, which included sustainability, environment, curriculum, 
identity/stewardship, and enhanced research areas, such as the Organic Farm.  
Next, Tim asked for the committee’s input on future emphasis. Jeanne suggested that the emphasis 
will mostly be around the Longhouse expansion, the Tacoma purchase, and the Sem I functions. 
More details will be discussed in the coming meetings. 
 
 

The meeting ended at 4:55pm.   
The next meeting will be March 27, 2014  


